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#connectedcar

For original equipment manufacturers, connected cars
represent a new era in automotive. Focusing innovation on
developing powerful and easy-to-use software and services
will give them the edge in sales, open up new revenue streams
and give them a direct relationship with customers. Yet
adopting a whole new way of doing business is never going to
be easy. To stop the opportunity from slipping away, OEMs
need to engage customers.
OEMs must drive customer adoption to fully embrace the connected car opportunity

OEMs and connected-cars:
time to seize the connected
future
Evaluating the connected car opportunity
Figure 1: Evaluating the connected car opportunity
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• For OEMs, connected cars
represent a new era in
automotive. Developing
innovative and easy-to-use
software and services will
give them the edge in sales,
open up new revenue streams
and a direct relationship with
customers
• Yet adopting a whole new way
of doing business – in a sector
that has remained largely the
same for decades – is never
going to be easy
• To stop the opportunity from
slipping away, OEMs need to
engage customers

BearingPoint Institute and TNS analysis of the evolving automotive market shows
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and improve profit margins by selling software and connected services. Six out of 10
purchases are already driven in some way by connected features.

27%

Not key, but contributed to
the choice of car

38%

32%

Most important, or one
of the main reasons

No effect on choice
of car

3% Don’t know

Alexander Dobrindt, Federal Minister for Transport and Digital Infrastructure in Germany, at the Google headquarters
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I

f market acceptance is the acid test
of any new technology, what are the
prospects for connected-cars? The signs
are encouraging – at least at first glance.
In a joint TNS and BearingPoint Institute
study, connected-car owners frequently
expressed their astonishment at the
applications at their command – such as
connected navigation, emergency call,
and streamed infotainment content.
When asked about the connected
features he was using in his vehicle, one
respondent told us, ‘I was amazed that
my car could do all that.’

connected by 20202, OEMs can open
up new revenue streams by developing
and selling connected services – whether
in-house or as part of a multi-player
ecosystem3. OEMs can also harness
the data generated by connected
technologies to develop features that
satisfy drivers’ unmet emotional and
functional needs4.

Focusing innovation on
developing powerful and
easy-to-use software and
services will give OEMs the
edge in sales, open up new
revenue streams and a direct
relationship with customers.

The disconnected customer
threat: slow adoption and
monetisation

Connected, personalised
software: opening new
opportunities for OEMs and
their customers

Yet we also found that many OEMs have
more work to do before they can fully
seize the connected-car opportunity.
They may have developed connectivity
in their vehicles, but many of their
customers are slow to adopt the features
on offer. Indeed, in our study, four out
of 10 connected-car owners (39%) were
unaware that their connected car was,
indeed, a connected car.

Positive customer feedback is
excellent news for original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs), many of
which have invested substantially
in developing connectivity within
vehicles. They certainly stand to benefit.
According to our study of more than
3,7001 connected-car owners living in
Europe, cutting-edge applications can
differentiate OEM vehicles and boost
sales in a competitive market. With
eight out of 10 new cars due to be

If OEMs cannot inform and convince
their customers of the value of connected
car features - and get them using themthey risk losing ground to new entrants
and aftermarket providers that market
their products more effectively. At worst,
they could find themselves typecast as
legacy hardware manufacturers with
inferior software who, like mobile phone
and computer hardware manufacturers
before them, get ‘locked out’ of the
software industry.

The priorities: inform, educate
and drive new relationships
In this report, we outline a way ahead
for OEMs. We recommend that brands
focus on a range of key initiatives –
technology and service design, targeted
marketing activity, and the enhancement
of customer support – to educate a new
wave of connected-car owners in the
benefits of the features on offer.
Above all, seizing the opportunity is as
much about building strong relationships
with consumers as it is about creating
technology. As one respondent put it:
‘A fantastic, revolutionary new feature
would be good service… You know –
having someone knowledgeable actually
explaining the features for once.’

Evaluating the connected car opportunity
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Figure 2: Six out of 10 purchases are already driven in some way by connected features.
When you think of connected cars in general,
what do you see as the main benefits of a connected car?
Connected car features influence the majority (59%) of purchases.
When you think of connected cars in general, what do you see as the main benefits of a connected car?
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62%

Safer journeys through
automatic warnings
about potential hazards

62%

Internet-enabled
navigation to tell me
where I’m going

55%

Understanding of fuel
consumption/driving habits
through monitoring services

40%

Access to better in-car
entertainment and
streaming media services
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Deeper customer engagement
leads to reduced churn
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Once owners start using the connected
features in their vehicles, they are largely
predisposed to continue using them.
Two out of three (66%) active users of a
connected service said they will renew it
when the subscription expires.
The responses to our study suggest that
many consumers are delighted with the
added value they get from connectivity.
‘It made me feel like I understand my car
better and like I have good features that
could help me when driving,’ proclaimed
one. Another described the features as,
‘truly unique and greatly impactful’, whilst
one said, ‘I just love having all these new
things near to hand’. One respondent
even said, ‘I didn’t shop for a car with
these features, so it was a great and fun
bonus!’
If car owners believe they are getting
‘life-changing’ value from connected
features, they will arguably want to
transfer them from car to car – to keep
the same apps, user preferences and
data history. To do this they will need to
stick with the same operating system,
as Apple demonstrated with the iPhone.
OEMs can learn from this approach as a
way to lock in their customers.

9%

High retention – only one out of 10 (9%) active users plan to stop
using connected services completely

Increased loyalty and trust
deepens relationship still
further
Our study highlights several opportunities
for OEMs to use connected features to
build direct relationships with customers
and encourage them to stay loyal to
the OEM brand and its software when
purchasing new vehicles.
In our study, one out of five
connected-car customers required
support for digital services after they
purchased their vehicle – and almost half
of these (47%) went to the OEM for that
support. Similarly, the majority (61%) of
the 66% of car owners who think they
will renew their connected features want
to do so via the OEM. By providing a
well-designed and intuitive online and
offline user experience (UX), OEMs can
build trust, add value and get a better
understanding of customers’ needs5.

Analytics of customer data – gathered
through their usage of connected features
– is another way for OEMs to strengthen
relationships and build loyalty. They can,
for example, use analytics to develop
customised products and targeted brand
marketing and advertising campaigns.
Ensuring that customers are comfortable
with sharing their data is a fundamental
prerequisite, but this is not easy when
headline-grabbing stories of data
breaches are commonplace. We believe,
however, that a growing number of
consumers will be open to sharing
their in-car data with OEMs if they are
compensated with a free service, or
reduced leasing or insurance rates. OEMs
can also overcome many of the potential
legal and regulatory complications by
adopting ‘privacy by design’ methods,
which embed privacy considerations
throughout the engineering process – as
explored by Jaguar Land Rover6.

I have no idea what these features are. They were
never mentioned when I bought the car.
A SURVEY RESPONDENT
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Figure 3: Drivers don’t want to give up their connected features
Usage and adoption to market across Europe:
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It’s time to look beyond young and affluent men
Our findings suggest that connected features are primarily of interest to younger drivers
and male drivers. Older drivers and female drivers are more reluctant to embrace connected
features, and stand to be ‘won’ as customers.

88%
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‘It made me feel like I understand my car better and like I have features that could
help me when driving’– A SURVEY RESPONDENT

A

s with Apple’s App Store and the
growing number of smart-home
platforms, we can expect to see an
influx of specialist developers and digital
agencies to the OEM sector, offering
new applications and services through
dedicated online platforms. We can
also expect this ecosystem to become
dominated by a limited number of
providers – from product and service
specialists to interconnectivity providers.
Fast-moving OEMs can claim an
influential position in this ecosystem, by
selling upgrades and renewals directly
to customers and by creating a platform
that other providers can sell services
through. This drives revenue, accelerates
innovation and also enables new services
to be bought during the ownership
lifecycle.

Control of the connected-car platform
is paramount for controlling data flows,
privacy and monetisation, and add-on
services provision (either own brand or
third-party supplier). For instance, if a
leisure park pays for footfall via an in-car
connected mapping feature, to which
company would these business and
advertising revenues go? There may well
be several control points and parties:
vehicle manufacturers, of course, but also
handsets and mobile OS companies such
as Apple or Google. The battle for market
share is only just starting.
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THREATS FOR OEMS TO COMBAT
What could derail OEMs’ connected car dream? We outline four key threats.
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1. Brands race to the bottom
Consumers are price sensitive and expect competitive, if not free-of-charge, services and upgrades. They will only
commit to paying for software-based subscriptions from OEMs if they know or trust that these services are worthwhile
from an added-value perspective. If built-in connected features are no longer seen as differentiating, OEMs face a ‘race to
the bottom’ where they compete by providing those features at the lowest price. Whilst OEMs would still benefit arguably
from data collection, they would have less opportunity to profit from new revenue streams.
2. Customers opt for bring-your-own devices and big-name brands
Consumers already have smartphones, and they use them inside their vehicles for infotainment streaming and additional
support – such as the traffic congestion feature on Google Maps. Many OEMs will struggle to compete with the likes of
Apple or Google, which have already started to build their presence in this space and have more experience of developing
and launching software, and operating in an online marketplace. For those OEMs that can create partnerships with these
brands (as suggested above), the entrance of these big names in this sector could turn out to be a blessing in disguise if
they succeed in securing some form of exclusivity to differentiate their connected features.
3. OEMs lose their nerve over innovation
Having invested billions in R&D to get to the first stage of connected features, many OEMs are now looking for ROI
before investing in further software development. However, if they do not embrace innovation – which requires additional
investment, leaps of faith and a mindset open to ‘failing fast’ – they could end up on the wrong side of a technology gap.
By playing it safe and ‘doubling down’ on their existing manufacturing businesses, they risk going the way of Kodak and
Sega, which both failed in large part because they did not embrace the respective technology revolutions in the digital
film and 3D gaming industries.
4. OEMs leave it too late
Many car buyers are still impressed by connected features. However, OEMs should remember that consumer expectations
change quickly. Today’s ‘nice-to-haves’ are tomorrow’s ‘hygiene factors’ – such as air conditioning or ABS. We believe that
OEMs should act quickly to seize the initial opportunity and invest continuously in R&D to create the desirable features of
tomorrow.
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Rover, meanwhile, has opened an R&D
centre dedicated to software innovation in
Oregon9, and is investing GBP 3.8 billion in
10
.
product
creation in 2016
25%
25%
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61%
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12% 3%
he automotive industry
could not18%
users Don’t
of connected
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Transformative
Major
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Fair impact
Low impact of active
No impact
know
be accused of taking connected
male
impact
impact
Customer uptake needs to
technology lightly. In recent years, OEMs
have invested billions in innovation, which
grow
has included developing infrastructure
investment. As described earlier, a notable
Despite this investment – and although
and embedded technology to make
minority of car owners (39%) did not even
customers show interest in connected
connectivity a reality in their vehicles. In
know that their vehicles are connected.
features – OEMs are yet to see connected
With almost
40% of owners unaware ofAlmost
theira quarter (24%) of connected-car
2015, Ford opened an innovation centre
cars delivering on their full promise.
in the Silicon Valley to make the ‘biggest
connectedCustomer
car features,
OEMs need
to work
harder
owners
stated explicitly that they did not
uptake of connected
features
consumer electronics device’ possible7. Later after the purchase of the car could be
own a connected-car, even though –as
to drive adoption
in the year, Toyota announced plans to
a pre-requisite for inclusion in our survey
stronger, which suggests that the revenue
invest USD 1 billion in developing artificial
sample– their model of vehicle provides
generated
by
connected
features
may
intelligence in its vehicles.8 Jaguar Land
some level of connectivity.
not be achieving sufficient return on

T

Billions spent on innovation, research and development, and application technologies
mean nothing if customers remain in the dark as to whether their connected car is
Customer
uptake
needs tocar
grow
to ensure
revenues
generated
by adoption
Figure 4: With almost connected.
40% of owners
unaware of
their connected
features,
OEMs need
to work
harder to drive
connected
achieveand
sufficient
return on investment
value remain
growth.
Billions spent on innovation,
researchfeatures
and development,
application technologies
mean nothing and
if customers
in the dark as to
whether their connected-car is connected. Customer uptake needs to grow to ensure revenues generated by connected features achieve
sufficient return on investment.

15%

Don’t know their
car is connected

24%

Say their car is
NOT connected

61%

State that their car
IS connected
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Premium brands are in the
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In our research we saw ‘premium’ brands
– including Audi, BMW and Mercedes
– having the most success with their
connected-car applications and services.
Our study suggests that owners of these
vehicles were more likely to be aware
of their cars’ connected features than
owners of volume brands (which include
Ford, Renault and Volkswagen). Seven
out of 10 premium brand customers
knew that their vehicle was connected,
compared with less than six out of 10
volume brand customers.
Premium-brand owners also said they
were more likely to be interested in
hearing about new connected features
when the OEM makes them available –
for owners of Audi, BMW and Mercedes
vehicles, for example, 62%, 62% and
55% respectively said they would be
interested. This may be because the
features provided by premium brands
perform better than volume brands on
reliability and ease of use – the main
drivers of performance across both

70%

of premium brand owners know their car is connected versus
only 56% for volume brand customers

groups. Premium brand owners also
expressed greater satisfaction across
safety, privacy and price: 63% rated
connected features of their cars excellent
or good, while only 52% of volume brand
owners did.

It’s time to look beyond
young and affluent men
Our findings suggest that connected
features are primarily of interest to
younger drivers and male drivers. Our
analysis tells us that 88% of male owners
between the ages of 18 and 40 were
aware of their car’s connected features,
whereas 81% of female owners in this
age bracket were aware. Similarly, we
saw that more male owners over 40 were
aware of their car’s connected features
than female owners past this age (78%
and 66% respectively).

DIFFERENT
BRANDS HAVE
THEIR OWN
STRENGTHS
We saw brands performing
differently in certain key
categories: Jaguar’s highest
score was for ‘Keeping control
over the car’; Landover’s
and BMW’s were for ‘safety’;
Volvo’s was for ‘ease of use
of connected-car features’;
Mercedes’ was for ‘reliability’;
Volkswagen’s highest score
was for ‘adding value to the
driving experience’; and Ford’s
were for ‘adding value to the
driving experience’ and ‘pricequality’.
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‘I have no idea what these features are. They were never mentioned when I
bought the car’ – A SURVEY RESPONDENT
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This consistency across ages and
genders suggests that, even if there are
proportionately more male car buyers
in the population in total, young men
are more interested overall in connected
features than women.

26
21

‘I still don’t understand all that it can do, and the dealer didn’t know much more
than me’ – A SURVEY RESPONDENT

30

OEMs may not be surprised to learn that 28 of the American population is 36.8 years
younger people are more interested in
old and the median income is roughly
connected technologies, but they might
$50,00011. Young people may want to
still be disappointed by these results.
buy connected-cars, but relatively few
A recent study by the US National
have the money to spend on new cars –
Automobile Dealers Association
(NADA)
thetopremium
brands
that
Refusal of connected especially onNeed
be convinced
of
found that the average American
new%car have the most
features,
connected
features,
%
successful
connected
buyer is 51.7 years old and earns about
features. More worrying for OEMs is a
$80,000 per year, while the average age
trend among younger people to avoid

learning how to drive altogether – some
experts even suggest that Generation
Y, born after 1980, is ‘falling out of love’
with cars12.
The next section of this report shares our

Adoption of connected
thoughts
features,on
% how OEMs can address this

shift in behaviour.

It’s time to look beyond young and affluent men
Our findings suggest that connected features are primarily of interest to younger drivers
and male drivers. Older drivers and female drivers are more reluctant to embrace connected
Figure 5: It’s time to look beyond young and affluent men
features,
stand to
toyounger
be ‘won’
as customers.
Our findings suggest that connected features are
primarilyand
of interest
drivers
and male drivers. Older drivers and female drivers are
more reluctant to embrace connected features, and stand to be ‘won’ as customers.
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Up to 40 year old

Aged 41 and above
Awareness of connected features:
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S

o how should OEMs approach the
connected-car opportunity? How can
they ensure their offering wins over techsavvy consumers as well as those who
have yet to embrace the technology?

Invest in building simple,
easy-to-use and impactful
technology
Of car owners that said they are actively
using connected features, almost nine
out of 10 (89%) said that their first
experience of the features was positive,
with 58% even saying that their first
experience was ‘excellent’ or ‘very good’.
How can OEMs improve on these findings
and ensure their connected features
make a good first impression, and
thereby increase adoption rates among
current non-users?
When asked what was positive about
their experience of connected features,
respondents said they found them
simple, easy and impactful. It should be
immediately clear what the application is
designed to do and why it is worth using.

Respondents reported that their features
‘took only a few minutes to get started’,
that they were ‘easy to activate and
register’, and were ‘quick to pick up
and so useful’. Correspondingly, when
connected-car owners declared they
had experienced difficulties with the
technology, the issue regularly came

down to poor design. One complained
that the technology was unintuitive
and said ‘I had to get my son to set it
up as I wasn’t sure what to do.’ Another
described the features as ‘not intuitive’.
Another respondent said, ‘It took me
a while to understand how everything
worked’.

Figure 6: The operative word is ‘easy’
Word cloud showing positive experiences at first use mentioned by respondents
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Connected car features influence the majority (59%) of purchases.
When you think of connected cars in general, what do you see as the main benefits of a connected car?
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At the same time, when it comes to
how impacting is the technology, just
a quarter of those who have adopted
connected features said that their first
usage of the features made hardly any
62%
difference to their lives (12%
said the
Safer journeys through
features made no difference
at
all).
automatic warnings
Almost three-quartersabout
(74%)
said
that the
potential hazards
features had at least some impact.

explore and exploit best practice in UX
and software development. Working
together, OEMs and external providers
can deliver and bundle new services and
package, sell and install them in vehicles
62%and quickly13.
seamlessly
Internet-enabled
navigation to tell me
where I’m going

55%

Understanding of fuel
consumption/driving habits
through monitoring services

Understand where to
differentiate and how to show
value to consumers

they provide the specific benefits shown
by our study to be most important for
consumers. First of all, the marketing
activity needs to raise consumer
awareness that the car is connected.
Descriptions of the benefits should follow.

40%

Access to better in-car
entertainment and
streaming media services

Our recommendation is that developing
intuitive, user-friendly, and impactful
Raising awareness of the benefits of
design and UX should be an ongoing
connected features will inevitably lead
priority for OEMs – which will require
tofeel
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adoption. To drivemy car better
It made
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additional and ongoing investment
in memost
interest, OEMs should invest in
R&D and analytics. Moreover,
andOEMs
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enhanced,
targeted
marketing that
activity could help me
should consider other approaches to
to bring attention to the existence of
when I’m driving.
open innovation, such as partnering
connected features and to highlight how
with specialist third-party suppliers to
A SURVEY RESPONDENT
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Figure 7: Extent to which connected features had an impact on customers’ lives
Only one out of four says first use had an impact:

Extent to which connected features had an impact on customers’ lives.
Only one out of four says first use had an impact:
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With almost 40% of owners unaware of their
connected car features, OEMs need to work harder
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Don’t know
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Insist on the ‘crowd pleasers’
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Hone the message for lessenthusiastic demographic segments

in driving than earlier generations, OEMs
could exploit their regular use of mobile
Respondents who said they plan to use
devices and connectivity, and highlight how
It’s time to look beyond young and affluent men
connected features in the future are more As described earlier, the OEMs in our study
connected
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brands. Put differently, a substantial
with greater impact
with. It is also the easiest for the dealer
proportion of the volume market remains
to explain. Infotainment comes
second,
untapped. As we have seen, older drivers
88%
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highlight the intuitive nature of the
that will appeal to these demographics
demonstration during their test drive.
feature. Marketing activity should clearly
the most. By analysing existing users’
When this data is compared with that for
explain what the features do and how
data to understand what is proving to be
non-users, a pattern emerges. Just 18%
they create value – helping to dispel any
most popular, they can develop the most
of non-users were given a demonstration
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effective and best-tailored messaging.
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Furthermore, to reach young people in
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14%

Infotainment

So dealers should engage and train all
connected-car buyers at the point of sale,
and persuade them of the benefits of
subscription. For this to be successful, OEMs
should ensure dealers receive training so
that they fully understand the technology
and feel comfortable talking it through with
customers in depth and answering their
queries. To guarantee even more effective
on-boarding of customers, OEMs could
insist on a presence at dealerships – such
as through an Apple-style ‘Genius Bar’14.

6%

6%

Convenience

Driving style

3%

3%

Safety

1%

Maintenance

Furthermore, those providing customer
support after sales – whether in call centres
or digitally (e.g. via email or webchat)
– should be upskilled to provide more
thorough guidance regarding connectivity
and related actions such as subscription or
activation.

Security

much more than me’, that ‘nobody
explained anything’, and that ‘the dealer
was lacking knowledge of the product
and the customer-service department
was shockingly bad’.

I still don’t understand all that it can do, and the
dealer didn’t know much more than me.
A SURVEY RESPONDENT

Participant feedback from our study
highlights the frustration felt by many
connected-car owners during their
interactions with dealerships. Respondents
complained that ‘the dealer didn’t know

Similarly, a respondent told us that they
would ‘just like a service that really works
and dealerships that have a high level
of customer service and know how to fix
problems when they occur. Stop adding
gadgets and start providing support and
expertise!’

Taking action: our recommendations
Figure 9: good on-boarding drives adoption
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to purchase
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When you decided to purchase the
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demonstrated
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Our conclusion?
Time to accept that
tomorrow’s cars are not
cars as we know them

T

he connected features discussed
in this study are a necessary step
towards the next generation of cars:
vehicles that are as far removed from
the standard, self-powered motor vehicle
as today’s smartphones are from rotary
landline telephones.
As well as increasingly advanced features
and services – which will become
simpler and quicker to acquire following
advances in software-over-the-air (SOTA)
distribution – we will also see the growing
adoption of self-driving and autonomous
cars. The commercial opportunities
outlined in this study are just a precursor
to what the most innovative OEMs can
achieve if they can get ahead of the
market and develop their capabilities
in software and services. As we have
outlined, there are still stumbling blocks
on the road ahead – notably around
ensuring greater customer adoption and
finding the right niche in the emerging
ecosystem – but the message overall is
a positive one. When drivers start using
connected features, they soon grow
to love them – and they will become
devoted customers of a brand that can
give them the experiences they want.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Cutting-edge connected features will differentiate OEM vehicles,
boost sales and open new revenue streams in a competitive market.
• In a joint BearingPoint/TNS study of more than 3,70015 European
connected-car owners, almost three out of five (59%) respondents
said that connected features influenced their choice of vehicle to
some extent. Nearly one-third (32%) acknowledged that it was
either the primary reason or one of the primary reasons behind their
decision.
•T
 wo out of three (66%) active users of a connected service said that
they will renew it when the subscription expires. Only one out of 10
(9%) active users planned to stop using connected services completely –
indicating that the vast majority are open to renewal.
•Y
 et a notable minority of car owners (39%) did not even know that
their vehicles were connected. Almost a quarter (24%) of connected-car
owners stated explicitly that they did not own a connected car, even
though – as a pre-requisite for participating in our study – their model
of vehicle provides some level of connectivity.
•W
 hat should OEMs do to stop the opportunity from slipping away? We
recommend three key actions:
- Invest in building simple, easy-to-use and impactful technology
-U
 nderstand where and how to differentiate and show value to
consumers
-D
 emonstrate, train dealers and on-board customers with greater
impact
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To conduct the research, we surveyed 3,724 individuals who had purchased a new or used car in the preceding
18 months. Respondents were smartphone users who had bought a car with connected-car features, but who were not
necessarily using those features. Owners of 11 car brands were surveyed in the study.
Respondents were given the following definition of ‘connected features’: ‘The various options available for a car to make
a connection with the internet and/or a smartphone. The data the car collects can pass on technical information (e.g.
driving behaviour, maintenance, failures); indicate where the car is located (e.g. navigation, emergency calls, parking);
and give access to information, entertainment and contacts (including apps).’
Respondents were based in the UK, Spain, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Italy and the Nordics (Sweden, Denmark,
Finland and Norway). The results were weighted by country and car brand.
BearingPoint’s HyperCube smart analytics tool was used to interpret some of the results. In addition, TNS’s TRI*M tool
was used to understand the strength of customer relationships.
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